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Introduction

When dealing with a composite material, i.e. a body with a great number of
heterogeneities organized in a structured fashion, one is confronted with the problem of determining the macroscopic behavior of this body from the knowledge
of its microstructure. The theory of homogenization considered in [1], [11] and
in this paper focuses on an idealized class of composite materials with a periodic
structure which makes it possible to determine exactly the macroscopic properties
of the material under consideration.
In this paper we consider a specific class of such composites whose macroscopic
mechanical and thermal behavior we investigate with the help of homogenization
theory. The material is composed of homogeneous viscoelastic materials of
Kelvin-Voigt type (see Section 1).
The study demonstrates that the classical theories of viscoelasticity with short
range memory (KELVIN, MAXWELL,etc.) can be related to the theories of viscoelasticity with fading memory (see the articles by COLEMAN& NOLLin the volume
compiled in C. TROESDELL [16], for example), through homogenization theory.
This indicates that materials with fading memory may arise from the composition
of "crystals" of viscoelastic materials of Kelvin-Voigt type.
In Section 1 we outline the general theory of viscoelastic material of KelvinVoigt type and then perform the simplifications that will enable us to carry out
the subsequent analysis.
In Section 2 we introduce, as is standard in homogenization theory, a reference
cell which contains all the relevant information on the microstructure. We then
describe the composite material as the composition of scaled versions of the cell
by a small scaling parameter. We establish the existence and uniqueness of the
solution in displacement and temperature of an initial boundary value problem
for a bounded domain of 1%3 made of this composite material.
In Section 3 we examine the behavior of the displacement field found in Section 2 when the scaling parameter becomes small, i.e. when the inhomogeneities
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become dense in the domain. The displacement field is found to converge (weakly)
to the displacement of a body, with the same configuration, made of a homogeneous
material which is no longer o f Kelvin-Voigt type but rather a material with fading
memory. A result of this nature was first obtained by SANCHEZ-PALENCIA([11],
Ch. 6). Our analysis, however, gives more explicit results and enables us to treat
the problem in the context of thermodynamics.
In Section 4 we prove a theorem of strong convergence for the strain rate field,
without any assumption on the regularity of the displacement field of the homogenized problem (Theorem 4.1). For that purpose we use the method of TARTAR
[ 15] (see also SUQUET [13]). This theorem enables us to homogenize the mechanical
dissipation and so ultimately to homogenize the energy equation (Section 5).
The expression of the homogenized mechanical dissipation could not be obtained
f r o m a simple inspection o f the balance equation f o r the homogenized material.
Throughout the paper d x will stand for dx~ dx2 dxa and an overdot 9 will
denote time differentiation. Einstein's summation convention will be used.
The symbols o, e, T, z = T -- To will denote respectively the stress and strain
tensors, the temperature field and the temperature increment field with respect
to a uniform reference temperature To.

1. The Theory of Linear Thermoviscoelasticity
For the material under consideration the stress tensor at each point can be
split into two parts,
ir

(1.1)
given by constitutive relations
~W e

(1.2)

a'-----r
OD
ai'=--O-~-(b ) ,

(1.3)

where w e stands for the free energy and D is the dissipation potential of the material
given by
(1.4)

1
Qw. = -2
aijkh(ekh -- ~,~h~) (eij -- o~ijz) -- 89(fl + aijkho~O~kh) z 2 ,

D(b) = 89 bijkhbkhbij,

where (aij~h), (bijgh), (~ij) respectively denote the elasticity tensor, the viscosity
tensor and the thermal expansion tensor and
(1.5)

aijkh : akhij

:

ajikh ,

bijkh : bkh 0 = byikh.
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Therefore,
~W e
q ~ei] = aiykh(ekh - - OfkhT),

tYrij :

(1.6)
~D
O'~;--

(1.7)

triy :

~eo

--

"
bokhekh'

aijkh(ekh -- Or

) -~ bijkhekh .

As is well known, the mechanical dissipation is given by
(1.8)

dl

it'
__
"
"
----- ~yijeij
- - bqkhekhe
U.

The stress, strain and displacement fields must satisfy the equations of motion
and the compatibility conditions
(1.9)

~xj -kf~ -----~//i,

(1.10)

e~ = 89\ O x j + ~ x d "

The following expression for the entropy of the material is derived from the
state laws
(1.11)

es :

~w e
--Q ---~- : fl'C -~- aijkhO~kheij.

In the absence of heat sources, the second law of thermodynamics reduces to
(1.12)

0~ + div

(q)

>

= - ~ = O,

where d is the total dissipation and q is the thermal flux. The total dissipation is
the sum of the mechanical dissipation dl and the thermal dissipation d2 given by
(1.13)

q 9grad T
T

d2 =

A simple computation leads to
(1.14)

0TJ + div q = d l .

We adopt Fourier's law for the thermal diffusion,
(1.15)

q, =

~T

=

-

k,j

~r

,

since To is assumed to be uniform. We assume that the conductivity tensor is
symmetric
(1.16)

ke

=

kji.

With the help of (1.8), (1.11), equation (1.14) becomes
(1.17)

(To "q- T) ( t ~ -~- aiykhOCkheij) -~- ~ X i kij

--~ bijkhbUekh .
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The set of equations (1.7), (1.9), (1.10), (1.17) governs the thermomechanical
processes of our body.
Here we will examine a simplified version of the above problem. We will
assume that:
i) The thermal expansion tensor (~/j) vanishes identically; the deformation induced
by thermal dilatation is thus neglected as are temperature changes induced by
deformation. This assumption is justified to the extent that the thermal dilatation
properties of most commonly encountered materials (--~10 - 6 ~
and the temperature increments ~ under consideration (3 ~ 20~ order of magnitude of
temperature changes for a road asphalt) induce strain changes that are very small
compared to the total strain changes. This assumption uncouples the equations
of motion from the energy equation and is necessary in order to carry out our
analysis.
A study of the coupled system in the absence of viscous dissipation can be
found in FRANCFORT [6].
ii) The term T+ is neglected in equation (1.17) because the analysis is restricted
to temperature increments ~ that remain small compared to To. However the
mechanical dissipation, which is of order 2 in b, is not neglected in equation (1.17).
The viscosity of classical fluids is generally small ('~10 -3 k g m -1 s-1) and the
mechanical dissipation can then be neglected. On the contrary, the viscosity of
the class of solid materials under consideration in this study is quite large ( ~ 104
or 105 kg m -~ s- t for a typical asphalt), so that the resulting mechanical dissipation can modify the temperature field in a noticeable manner. This phenomenon is used to detect strained areas in dissipative structures. In these areas the
large dissipation induces temperature changes which are visualized and measured
by a thermographic device ([10]).
The main focus of our study will be to monitor the temperature changes induced by strain rates.
iii) The analysis is restricted to the quasistatic case: the inertia term (~//;) drops
out of the equation (1.9).
This last restriction can be relaxed at the expense of lengthening the presentation. The same methods apply and similar results are derived.
We record below the set of equations that govern the evolution of our material:
(1.18)
(1.19)
(1.20)
(1.21)

{~ui Ouj~
% = 89k-~xj + -~xt]

(u displacement field),

aij = aijkhekh -]- bijkhekh,
~-~xjaij

Toil+ = ~

+f~ = O,

kij

.

.

+ bokhekhee,

together with appropriate initial and boundary conditions.
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2. The Composite Material

The inhomogeneous solid under consideration is composed of materials of
the type described in Section 1. It occupies a bounded Lipschitz domain .(2 of
R 3. We assume that this solid has a periodic structure, i.e. it is made of identical
3

scaled versions of a reference cell Y = I I (0, Yt). w e call e the scaling parameter.
i=1

The ao~(y)'s, bokh(Y)'S and k0(y)'s are assumed to be in Loo(Y). They exhibit
all the symmetry properties described in Section 1 and are coercive: there is an
o~ > 0 such that for all ~ ' s in R a, and all symmetric ~o's in R 9 we have
a.e. on Y,

(2.1)

bijkh(Y) ~q~kh ~= O~q~lj

a.e. on

Y,

a.e. on Y.
The coefficient/3(3,) is positive and bounded away from 0. Finally we take ~ such
that 0~-x is a common upper bound to all the Loo-norms of the coefficients.
We extend all the coefficients to R 3 by e Y periodicity and restrict them to .(2.
We set
(2.2)

e

aljkh =

aijkh

8

buk n =

,

bijkh

(7)

,

Our system of equations becomes
(2.3)

eil, = eO(u') --- 2 ~

(2.4)

tro :

bqkhekh,

0
Txxj~ ~f, = 0,

(2.5)
(2.6)

aijknekh

+ 0u; 1

T~

:- ~xi ~kij-~xj) + b;,khbZhei;,

u; and r being the displacement and the temperature increment fields for a given

e, i.e. for a given scaling.
For simplicity we limit ourselves to Dirichlet type boundary conditions, i.e.,
(2.7)

u~ = 0

on ~.Q,

(2.8)

r = 0

on ~Q.

We impose as initial conditions
(2.9)

di(x, O) = u~i(x),

(2.10)

~(x, O) = r~(x).
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We will show that for any fixed e, the solution to (2.3)-(2.10) exists and is
unique. More precisely, we define El as
(2.11)

El = (~/g~))3,

and we denote by II fin the natural H-norm.
The following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that
f E L2(0, T; L2(-Q)3),

u~ C El,

z~ E LI(~Q) 9

Then the system (2.3)-(2.10) has a unique generalized solution (u~, ~) in
W"2(0, T; El)• C~
T]; L~(s
Remark 2.1. More specifically,
f

(2.12)

u~(t) = S'(t) u~ q- f s~(t - ~) F(~r) d~,
0

t

(2.13)

1
~:e(t) = S'(t)v~ q- of S~(t -- ~r) T ~ d~(a) d(r,

where F~(a) will be defined in (2.20), d~ b~khe~hb~ and S'(t) and L"(t) are strongly
continuous contraction semigroups on H and L~(D), respectively satisfying
=

[JS'(t)II <= K,
(2.14)

I[X'(t) II ~ K',

where If II stands for the appropriate operator norm and K and K' are independent
of e.
Remark 2.2. If there is no body force the solution u~(t) given by (2.12) exists in
all of R+; it belongs to WP'~(R+, El) for all p in Z+ and

(2.15)

u~(t) -~ S~(t) u~.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.This proof is attained in two steps: first we establish existence and uniqueness of a displacement field satisfying (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.9)
(the temperature field does not enter any of these equations); then we prove the
existence and uniqueness of a temperature field satisfying (2.6), (2.8), (2.10).
We consider the following inner product on I~:
(2.16)

(u,

v)6e-~ f

b~khekh(u) ely(V)dx.

$2

In view of the properties of the coefficients and by application of Korn's inequality
(DUVAUT & LIONS [4], Ch. 3), this inner product induces a norm 111108 which is
equivalent to the natural El-norm. We have
(2.17)

C I[ul[2 ~ I[ull~8 ~ o~-' Itull~,

where C is a constant independent of e.
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On El we define the operator A" through the Riesz representation theorem by
(2.18)

(A'u, v)~. = - - f a~jkhekh(U) eo(v ) dx.
t2

A ~ is bounded, self-adjoint and negative. The Lumer-Phillips theorem CYosmh
[17], Ch. 9) then implies that
(2.19)

A ~ generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions S'(t).

Finally we define F~(t) in N, for almost every t, by
(2.20)

for any v in ~ .

(F~(t), v)b~ = f f ~ ( t ) v i dx

Since f E L2(0, T; L2(f2)a), F~(t)E L2(0, T; H). Equations (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7),
(2.9) can then be rewritten as
it ~ = A'u ~ q- F ~

(2.21)

in ~I,

u~(O) = u;.

In view of (2.19), (2.21) has a unique solution u* in C~

T]; El) given by

t

(2.22)

u~(t) = st(t) u; + f s~(t - ,r) F(a) d~,

0 <_ t <_ T.

0

Since A ~ is bounded, u*(t) has a time derivative in H which satisfies
t

(2.23)

~ ( t ) = s'(ti .a~u; + f S~(t - ,~) A~r(,r) d,r + r ( t ) .
0

Thus fi~ E L2(0, T; H) and
(2.24)

u~E WI'2(0, T; ~).

This completes the first step in the proof.
In the energy equation which is now to be solved, the source term is the mechanical dissipation d~ given by
g
"e
d~6 = b~jkhekh(U
) eo(i~).

Since the strain rate tensor e(zi ~) is in L2, it follows that d~ lies in L~(0, T; L~(O)).
We thus have to solve a parabolic equation in an L~ setting.
On L~(~2), we define II ]11,~by
(2.25)

[l'g'[[1,e = f Toil" I'r,[ dx,

for any z in LI(Q).

t2

In view of the properties of the coefficient il(y) and of the strict positivity of
the reference temperature To, the norm 11]1~,, is equivalent to the natural L~norm and
(2.26)
C' Ilrl[Ll(,~) < Ilrlh,~ < c [Ir[/Ll(m,
where C and C' are independent of e.
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Next we need a lemma whose proof closely follows that of a related result
in BRI~ZIS 86 STRAUSS [2]:
Lemma 2.1. Define on LL([2) the operator B*-- - -

Zo~~ ~x,

(2.27)

k~

with domain

D(BO = (3 E Ll(g2) such that B% E LI(Q) in the following sense: for any
a~ in H~(~2) A L~(~) with B~co in L~(Q)
f Tofl~(B~) ~o dx = f T0r

(2.28)

dx).

Then B ~generates on L~(Y2) a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in the
norm II Hi,,.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let us first show that the operator B~ defined on L2(~Q) by
(2.29)
and with domain
(2.30)

'

D(B~) ----(3 E H~(D) IBm3 is, as a distribution, in L2(-Q)}

generates in L2(s
valent L2-norm

(2.31)

B~-- Tofl~ Oxi ke

a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in the equi-

,,3,,2.~ = ( j Tofl~1312dx) 112.

The domain D(B~) is dense in L2(-Q). although C~(g2)functions do not belong
to it. It can be easily checked that B~ is closed, that the range of I -- B~ is L2(O)
and that B~ is dissipative. The result then follows from application of the LumerPhillips theorem (YOSIDA [17]. Ch. 9).
We define/~ to be the closure of B2 in L~(-Q). It can be seen to be a linear
one-to-one operator under the sole assumption that flo(y)ELo~(Y). We want to
prove that B~ generates in Lz(D) a contraction semigroup.
Let 2 be an element of R*+ and g be an element of L2(-Q); we set
(2.32)

3 = (M -- B~)-a g.

Then 3 belongs to D(B~), hence to H~(.Q), and for any (o in//01(-(2)
(2.33)

2(3, c0)2,~ + 2 kO ~

~xi dx = (g, c0)2,~,

where (,)2,, denotes the inner product associated with I1I]2,,. We seek a test function that will permit us to obtain L~-estimates on 3. We define q% by
(2.34)

%(w) = sgn (w)

if I w[ ~ ~/,

q~,~(w)= will

if ]w I < ~.
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a
Since ~% is Lipschitz-continuous, ~%(t) is an element of HI(O) and TxTxi~%(3)=
,
83
~(T)}-~x/ (STAMPACCHIA [12]). We take to = ~%(3) and we obtain
& ~& ~0~(3) d x = (g, ~%(3))2,~.
2(3, ~%(3))2,, q- f f k 0, ~--~:

(2.35)
p

Because c&(3) is positive, and k;j is a positive matrix,
(2.36)

2(3, ~%(3))2,~=< II~%llL~(mHg[ll., =< IIg111,8.

As r/ goes to zero, ~%(3) converges in L2($2) to sgn 3 and so
(2.37)

it

113lh,~=< IIg[[,.~.

Any element g o f L t ( O ) c a n be approximated by a sequence gn ~163
We define 3. by
(2.38)

functions.

% = (it/-- B~)-1 g , .

Then, by (2.37), % satisfies
1

(2.39)

1

1[3nlh. ~ T IIg.[I,~,~ [13,,-3m[h,~--f-llg,,-gmlh,..

Thus % converges in L,(O) to T = ( 21 - - / ~ ) - 1 g and
1

(2.40)

ll3lh"

--< T Ilglh.,

i.e., it belongs to the resolvent set of B~ and

(

I --

is a contraction.

Thus applying the Hille-Yosida theorem (YOSlDA [17], Ch. 9), we concludethat B~
generates a contraction semigroup. Furthermore, B~ Q B ~, since, if 3 E D(B~),
then for any o in H ~ ( Q ) A L~(Q) with /~o in L ~ ( ~ ) we have
(2.41)

f To~'~13~odx = f To#'3B'o~dx.
t2

.ca

The proof will be complete if we show that /~ = B ~. Since M - - / ~ is surjective
and itI - - B ~ Q 21 -- B ~, it suffices to show that M -- B" is one-to-one. We take 3
to be an element of D ( B ~) that satisfies
(2.42)

( i t / - B ' ) 3 = 0.

Then for any aJ in H~(~2)#~ Loo(g2), with B'oJ in Loo(~2), we have
(2.43)

f T o f f 3 ( t I -- B ~) a~ d x = O.
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If W is an arbitrary element of C~~

the equation
1

def

(2I -- , ' ) w = T ~ ~p = h,

(2.44)

co : 0

on 0D,

has a unique solution os in Hg(/2). This solution belongs to L~176 by the maximum
principle (STAMPACCHIA[12]) and B*~o= ;too -- h belongs to L~176 Thus (2.43)
implies
(2.45)

f z~p dx

= 0

for every W in C~(1"2).

/2

Hence v = 0 and ( 2 / - B ~) is one-to-one. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Completing the proof of Theorem 2.1 is now straightforward. Since u" is an
element of L2(0, T; I~) (see (2.24)), the mechanical dissipation d~(t) = b~khbt~hb~
is in LI(0, T; L~(/2)) and (Tofl~)-1 d~(t) also belongs to that space. Lemma 1, together with Duhamel's princiPle, insures that the equation
1
B%~ + ~---~a~,

§

(2.46)

rob

x~(0) = z0,

has a unique generalized solution in Co([0, T]; L1(s
(2.47)

z'(t) = ~(t)~ z +

f 2(t

- ~r)

given by
df(~r) dcr,

0

where S~(t) is the contraction semigroup generated by B'. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete.
The relations (2.17) and (2.26) and the contractive character of S*(t) and Z'~(t)
in the norms IIlib, and [[ [[1,~yield

IIs (t) ll =< K,
(2.48)
I[S*(t)l] ~ K'.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.1 is now complete.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the study of the behavior of u" and z ~
(unique solution of the system (2.3)-(2.10)) when the scaling parameter e goes to 0.

3. Homogenization of the Equations of Motion

This section details and completes the results announced in FRANCFORT,
LEGUILLON, & SUQUET [5], and previous results by SANCHEZ-PALENCIA [11],
who first pointed out that the homogenized constitutive relation indicates fading
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memory response. Our analysis enables us to give an explicit expression for the
associated relaxation kernel and the strain rate tensor (see Section 4).
The equations under consideration are (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.9) which by
Theorem 2.1 admit for any fixed e a unique solution in wI'z(0, T; ]HI).
As is customary in homogenization theory (see DUVAUT [3] or BENSOUSSAN,
LIONS, &; PAPANICOLAOU [1] for example) we consider the space H~r
of all
R3-valued functions whose components are periodic and lie in Ell(Y). We define
the so-called correctors ;~(y) and Zij(Y)
b as the unique (up to a constant) solution
in ~ll~r
of the equation
(3.1)

ar(Z~, v ) = --ar(P O, v)

for every v in I ~ r ( Y ) ,

where
at(% ~p) = f aijkh(Y) ekh(cP)eqOP) dy,

% ~' E Hi(Y) a 9

Y

Pij(Y) is the vector whose k th component is yj ~ik, and eij(.) is the symmetrized
gradient operator in y, i.e.,

\ vyj

@d

for any ~o in H~(Y) z. The Z~'s are obtained in an identical manner after replacing

abyb.
The homogenized coefficients a,r.i~ and 9r,"ijkh
horn are then given by (SANCrmZPALENCIA [11] Ch. 6)
horn

aOkh : <amkh(Y) eJ,q(Z~ +. PO)>,

tl ~'ijkhr'h~= <bmkh(y) gm(Zb + pq)>,

(3.3)

where <.) denotes the averaging operator on Y, i.e.,
1

<. ) = T--~[ / " dy.

(3.4)

horn
It can be shown that the coefficients aijkh
and /,horn
"oeh have the usual properties
of symmetry and strong ellipticity (SANcI-mz-PALENCIA [11], Ch. 6).
We now define the "dissipative" corrector we as the solution in EI~r(Y) of
the evolution problem

ay(wq, o)
(3.5)

dr_ br(ffe, v) ---- 0

for every v in H~r(Y),

w,j(0) =

It can be easily shown that the problem (3.5) has a unique solution in ~I~or(Y)
with the following regularity:
(3.6)

wijC WP'~176 H~r

for all p's in Z+.

With the help of the dissipative correctors we define the time dependent coefficients
(3.7)

Kokn(t) = (apqkh(Y) kpa(wO(Y,t)) + bp~,h(Y) em(;vo(Y, t))>.
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Finally for any strictly positive 2 we set
(3.8)

1

C~kh(Y) : --ff aiykh(Y) -[- bijkh(Y).

~,hom
The homogenized coefficients Cijkh
are given, as before, by

(3.9)

).,hom
3.
~
c2
Cijkh
: (cj;qkh(Y)
epq(Zij
d- Pij)~,

where Z~ is the unique (up to a constant) solution in H ~ ( Y ) of the problem,
(3.10)

CrtXkh,~"
~ V ) : --c~(Pkh, V),

for every v in Hp1~(Y).

In (3.10) c~, is defined as ar and br in (3.1). The coefficients C~'kr~
'm have the usual
properties of symmetry and coercivity.
From now on we denote by f(2) the Laplace transform of a function f(t).
In view of the definitions of wu, Z~, Z~, Z~, the following useful identity can
be verified
(3.11)

Z~(Y) : 2~vo(Y, 2) -q- Z~(Y),

which yields
(3.12)

2,hom = ~gjkh(~) ~_ *"
h hijkh
o m -]Cijkh

1
horn 9
aUkh

Using (3.12), we see easily that the coefficients gijkh(t ) have the same sym/~hom
metries as r~hom
-gjkh and ugjk
h . It can also be shown, using (3.5), thatthe above coefficients decrease exponentially fast as time goes to q-oo.
In order to be in a position to examine the behavior of the solution of the
equation under consideration when e goes to zero, we have to specify a class of
admissible if the divergence of the elastic part of the stress associated with u~
is in L2, i.e., initial states for the body. We will say that u~ is admissible if there
is a go in L2(~c2) 3 such that
(3.13)

e

cr~gy :

e

aijkhekh(Uo) ,

~--~j~ j + gog = 0.
The standard theory of homogenization for elastic bodies (DuvAUT [3] or SANCrIEZPALENCIA [10], Ch. 6) implies that u[ converges weakly in /HI to u0~ namely the
unique solution in H of the problem
(3.14)

170ij :

8

hom
0
aijkh
ekh(Uo),

o

(70ij -~ goi :

O.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the initial state of the body in motion is admissible
(cf. (3.13)), and that f isin L2(0, T; Lz(O)3). Then the solution u~ of (2.3), (2.4),
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(2.5), (2.7), (2.9) converges weakly in w l ' 2 ( 0 , T; El) to u ~ namely the unique solu,
tion in WI'=(0, T; H) of the problem
t
(3.15)
tro(t ) : aiykh
horn ekh(U 0(t)) -~- bok
horn
h ekh(U" 0(t)) -{gqkh(t -- S) e,h(itO(s))as,
o

f

0
m a g . q--f~ = O,
~xi 'J

(3.16)
(3.17)

u~ = 0

(3.18)

u~

on aD,
O) = u ~

Moreover, i f the body force f is in Wq'=(0, T; L2(12)3), u ~ converges to u ~ in
Wq+l'2(0, T; H) and i f f = O, u ~ converges to u ~ in WP'~176 H) weak-* (for
any p in Z+).
Remark 3.1. The stress field tr~associated to u ~converges weakly in L2 (0, T;
to the homogenized stress field tr~

L2($'2)9)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is attained in two steps. The
first step considers the case of zero body force. The second applies the integral
representation (2.12) of the solution (Duhamel's principle).
We assume that f = 0 and establish an elementary a priori estimate on the
solution u~. Since,
(3.19)

u~ is bounded in H,

we have, for any p in Z+,
(3.20)

- ~ S~(t) u~

<= C, (constant independent of e).

We then extract from u~(x, t ) = S"(t)u~ a subsequence, still denoted u~(x, t),
such that
(3.21)

u'(x, t) converges weak-* in WP'~(R+, IHI)(p E Z+) to u~

t), an element

of WP,~176 1HI)(p E Z+).
Identifying u~ with its convergent subsequence will be eventually justified since
we will show that the limit u ~ is independent of the specific subsequence chosen.
The type of convergence obtained implies that the Laplace transform in time
fi~ of u~(x, t) (which is well defined as an element of IEI since u~E WP'~176 I]~I))
satisfies
(3.22)

fi'(;t) converges weakly in IH1 to fi~

Our goal is to identify fi~
Because S'(t) is a contraction, (YOSlDA [17],
Ch. 9) it is a direct consequence of (2.14) in Remark 2.1. that the right half of
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the complex plane belongs to the resolvent set o f A ", for every e. Furthermore,
the resolvent of the generator of a semigroup applied to a vector is equal to the
Laplace T r a n s f o r m o f the semigroup acting on that same vector (YOSIDA[17],
Ch. 9). Thus we have, for any ~. in R * ,
(3.23)

(21 -- A ~) ~(2) : u~.

Recalling (2.16) and (2.18), we conclude that ~*(2) is the unique solution in IHI
of
b~j = (a~jkh + 2b~jkh) ekh(~l*(,~,)) -- b~khekh(U~)),
(3.24)

~

8

^* = O,

h~(2) = 0

on 8/2.

The system (3.24), with the help of (3.8) and (3.13) can be rewritten as follows:
(3.25)

0 ~ = 2~(2) -- u~,

O

(3.26)

1

clef

~ = --ff goi = hi,

0~ = 0

on ~.Q.

T h e case o f interest reduces to a p r o b l e m of homogenization for an elastic b o d y
with c~h as elastic coefficients. As mentioned before (cf. (3.13)),
(3.27)

0 ~ converges weakly in llql to 0 ~

namely the unique solution in I~ of the p r o b l e m
,.om

Cijkh

(3.28)

- - s eg. :
~xj u
0~ : 0
2,horn

where CUkh

ekh~" ) ,

hi,
on ~f2,

has been defined by (3.9). Note that we have

(3.29)

0 ~ : 220(2) -- u ~

T h e uniqueness o f z~~ results f r o m the ellipticity properties of the ca'h~
Using (3.12), (3.14), we conclude that fP(2) satisfies
(7- 0. :

(s

t~hom,,
horn
^0
"~- Uijkh
J ekh(2faO __ Uo) .q_ ai.ik
h ekh(U ) ,

(3.30)

- - bg. = 0,
~xj u
z~~

= 0

on ~.Q.

S.
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We have proved so far that fi'Q.) converges weakly in J-IIto fi~
the unique solution in H of (3.30).
The uniqueness of fi~ implies the uniqueness of u~ t), since the Laplace
transformation is one to one. Furthermore, the 6~'s are the Laplace transforms
of the ~r~ defined by (3.15). In view of (3.30), these o'~ satisfy
3.31)

- - ag. = 0.
Ox~ 'J

The proof of the first step is now complete.
I f f is an arbitrary element of Wq'2(0, T; L2(,Q)3), q ~ 0, its representative
F" (cf. (2.20)) lies in W~,2(0, T; FJ) and is bounded there independently of e. Equation (2.21) can then be differentiated q times with respect to time.
The uniform boundedness in e of I[A~II defined in (2.18) together with the uniform boundedness of F ~ in Wq,2(0, T; El) yield the following a priori estimate for
u ~ given by (2.12):

(3.32)

u~ is bounded in wq+l,2(0, T; •).

We extract a weakly convergent subsequence of u" and we call u ~ the limit
in Wq+l.2(0, T; H), which is computed in Lz(g2) 3 for every t in [0, T]. The limit
of the first term on the right-hand side of (2.12) is easily identified with the help
of our analysis above since for every t in [0, T],
(3.33)

lim S'(t)u~ = u ~
e---~0

in IHI weak (and L2(s 3 strong),

where u ~ is the unique solution in WP'~(R+, ~I) of (3.15)-(3.18) with f =

O.

t

It remains to consider the limit of f S'(t -- a) F~(a) da. For almost every a
in (0, T), F~(a) satisfies
o
0
"z's_. (b~j~het,h(F~(~r))) + f(~r) = O.
ox i

(3.34)

The standard theorem on homogenization in elastostatics mentioned above
ensures that, for almost every a in (0, T), U(a) converges weakly in IHI to F~
namely the unique solution in ~1 of the problem
0

__

horn
OXj (bijkh
ekh(F0 ( o ' ) ) )

(3.35)

-~-f/(o')

=

0.

The argument of the first step can be easily reproduced in the case of an initial
state satisfying (3.34). If we let u~ ~) denote the unique solution of (3.15)-(3.18)
with F~
as initial condition, for every z in R+, and almost every a in (0, T),
u~ a) is the weak limit in IHI and the strong limit in L2(O) 3 of S~(z) F~(~r).
Thus for every t in [0, T] and almost every a in (0, t) we have
(3.36)

lim S'(t -- a) b-~(~r) = u~
e--~0

-- a, or) in El weak (and L2(.Q) a strong).
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But in view of (2.14) in Remark 2.1,
(3.37) IIS~(t- .)F'(.)IIL,(a)~ is bounded in L2(0, t) for every t in [0, T].
Relations (3.36), (3.37), together with Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem,
show that for every t in [0, T]
t

(3.38)

t

f s~(t - ~) F~(~) de ~-~o f uO(t _ ~, ~r) de strongly in Lz(12) 3.
0

0

We have thus proved that
t

u~

(3.39)

u~

+ f u~ -- a, tr) de.

0

It remains to verify that the stress field s~
associated with u ~ by (3.15)
satisfies the equilibrium equations (3.16). This follows from a simple computation
and completes the proof.
Under suitable regularity properties of the domain, the homogenized displacement field u ~ has additional regularity properties due to elliptic regularity. We
define I1-/I2(g2)a~f=(H2(~'~) 3) and state
Theorem 3.2. I f the boundary ~[2 of Q is sufficiently "smooth" and the body force
f(x, t)E wq'2(O, T;L2(-Q)3), q > 0 , then the solution u ~ of (3.15)-(3.18) has the
following regularity:

(3.40)

u ~ E wq+I'2(0, T; H2(-t'-2)/q IEI).

Proof of Theorem 3.2.

The proof rests on a simple fixed-point argument in
C~
T]; H2(f2)(~ ~/I). We first deduce from elliptic regularity that since go
is inL2(f2) a, the initial displacement field u~ is in IH2(f2)/% H. If f is in L2(0, T;
Lz(f2) 3) the mapping T defined by

Tu = u ~

(3.41)

[r

+ [r

0ftBh~

O

b[\aijk
hhom~_ Kokh(O)) ~xj(ekh(U(8)))

tr)-~-~x (ekh(u(a)))

de]

-- K,~gh(S)-~-Xj(el,h(u~

+i(s)}

ds,

where
(3.42)

o m ~~ (ekh(.)),
B h~ = hbi~h

can be shown to be a Lipschitz map from C~
Specifically for every t in [0, T]
(3.43)

t"

T], H2(f2)/% H) into itself.

tl Tnu - T~vlln2C~)Ara ~ C~.~. Ilu - Vllcoctom;n~)A m

where Cr = C(1 + TIIKtlw1,~r
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An iterate of T is a strict contraction and Banach's fixed point theorem is
applicable. The fixed point obtained in this manner is easily identified as the
solution of the system (3.15)-(3.18).

4. Homogenized Mechanical Dissipation
This section is devoted to determining the limit of the mechanical dissipation

(4.1)

dl
e

e

9

"e

= bijkhekh(U ~) eij(u ).

d~ is the product of 3 weakly converging terms and a sense of convergence stronger
than what was obtained in Theorem 3.1 is necessary in order to pass to the limit.
It should be noted at this point that the limit of (4.1) is needed in order to homogenize the energy equation (see Section 5 below).
In the first part of this section we establish a result of strong convergence
for admissible initial states (cf. (3.13)). We then determine the limit of (4.1).
We denote Lp(O) 9 by Lp(-Q) for all p ~ 1. Letting ~i: be an arbitrary element
of wI'z(0, T; L2(g2)) with ~ t = 0) ---- 0, we set

t
(4.2) Eij(~,y,t) = e0(Z~,h(Y)Jr- Pkh(Y)) ~kh(X, t) q- f eit(Wkh(Y,t--s)) ~kh(X,s)ds.
0

Integrating by parts in time the second term in the expression for E(W), using
the definition (3.5) of the wU's and the fact that the initial value of 7 t vanishes,
yields

t
(4.3) Eij(Tt,y, t)=- bO(gbh(y)+ Pkh(Y)) ~kh(X, t)-~ f ko((Vkh(y, t -- S)) ~kh(X, S) ds.
0

We set

Ei~(~, t) = E ~ j ( ~ , ~ , t) .

(4.4)

Then the following result, whose proof is inspired by TARTAR [15] (see also SuQuEr
[13]) holds.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the initial state u~ is in the admissible class (3.13) and
that the body force flies in WI'2(0, T; Lz(f2)3). Then e(i:) --/dT(e(u~ converges

strongly to 0 in L2(O, T; LI(D)). Furthermore, if either
(4.5)

. b zoE
a WI'~(Y) 3,
Zii,

wile W1'~(0, T; W"~(Y) 3)

,b Z~E
Zij,

woE WI'~176 T; WI'r'(Y) 3)

or

(4.5)'

WI'r'(Y) 3,

and
e(u~

E W"2(0, T; L,,.(.Q))
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with

1

1

r

r

~ q---r = 89
then e(it ~) --

E'(e(u~

+ cx~ > r ' > 2,

converges strongly to zero in L2(0, T; L2(0)).

Remark 4.1. If the boundary of D is smooth enough, e(u ~ lies in W2'2(0, T ; 11~I(,.Q)).
(see Theorem 3.2), and hence, by Sobolev's embedding theorem, in W2'2(0, T; L6(O)).
Thus (4.5)' is satisfied as long as
(4.5)"

;%b,g~ E WL3(y3), w,j E WZ'~(0, T; W"3(y)3).

P r o o f of Theorem 4.1.

The proof of this theorem is attained in three steps of
which the first is the most substantial. In the twofirst steps we assume that u~ = O.
Let ~ be an arbitrary element of (Cg((0, T] x 0)9). We proceed to show that
E'(~) belongs to C~([0, T], L2(O)), and that it satisfies
E~(~) weak*
~-74V~ ~ in WP,~(O, T, L2(Q)), p E Z+.

(4.6)

It is known (see SANCHEZ-PALENCIA [11], Ch. 5) that, since eo(zlh + Pkh)]y=-~
is a periodic element of L~~
it converges weakly to its Y-average in L12~
Thus

eo(igZh + Pkh)[y= -~ weak-*
,--,0 * T~7l~h in L2(O),

(4.7)

where TOikh= 89(6ik6jh q- dih~jk).
In a similar fashion, by virtue of the regularity (3.6) of Wkh we obtain
(4.8)

eiy(Wkh(Y, t - -

weak-*

s))ly= .~ ,_~-~-0 in WP.~~

L2(O)) ,

for all p's in Z+. Furthermore,
t

(4.9)

f eii(wkh(Y, t -- s))ly= ~ ~kh(S) ds E C~([0, 7]; Lz(O))

0

e

and this integral is bounded in WP'~(0, T; L2(O)) independently of e, for any p
in Z+. Hence E'(~) is bounded in Wr'~(O, T; L2(O)), p E Z+ and, in view of
(4.7) and (4.8), it converges weak-* to ~ in this space.
We also define
(4.10)
and
(4.11)

Zij(~, y, t) = aijkh (Y) Ekh(~) + bijkh(y) Ekh(~),
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Then an argument of the type used above implies
~-,~(~ weak-* )-70(05~t

(4.12)

, , ~-~o -- ~=,

in

WP'~(R+,]1",2(ff2)),

p E Z+,

where
t
, ~ i j ( ~ ) (X, t ) =

(4.13)

horn
aijkh
~kh(X, t) nt- f Kijkh(t -- S) ~kh(X, S) ds
0

horn "

+ b,jkh~kh(X, t).
These results will help us to prove the following
Lemma 4.1.
T

lim f f

(4.14)

8~0 0

le(u ~) -/~'(~) I~ (t) dx dt

Cr I[e(u~

--

~/[~V1.2(0,T;L2(D))

where Cr is a constant depending only on T.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By the ellipticity properties of the coefficients aokh(y) and
bokh(y), and since the initial state is undeformed (u; = 0), the following string
of inequalities holds:
T

(4.15)

0 ~ f I[e(ig(t)) -- E*(#(t)) 1122(a)dt
0
T

--< 89IIe(u~(T)) -- E'(~(T))[12 (o) -]- f IIe(h'(t) --/~'(~(t)) ]l[,(a) dt
0

2 1 ff a~j~,h(ekh(U'(T)) -- E~h(~, T)) (eO(u'(T)) -- Ei~(~, T)) dx
T

-t- c~-1 f f b,jkh(ekh(U"
0

"~(S)) -- k~n(~, S)) (eo(i~'(s)) _/,~t,_,0t~,_s)) dx as

t2

T

< ~,-1 f f (a~j(u'fs)) - ~ ( ~ ( s ) ) (eo(i~'(s)) - E~(~(s))) dx ds,
0

t~

where a(u ~) is the stress field associated with u ~ (see (2.4)).
By the symmetry properties of the tru's and Z',.j's the integrand in the last term
of (4.15) can be rewritten as
(4.16)

[ oi4. .

i~(~, s) "~ (~du~(s)) _ ~ ( ~ , s)) ~,o~ ts) - ~ ( ~ , s)

where
(4.17)

~ ( ~ , s) =

~' T'

s ,

)

,
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with
(4.18/

( Xkh,i
a +

F i j ( ~ , y , $1 =

P,h,3 (Y)

+

s)

s -

0

Since f lies in 1t"1'2(0, T; LE(D)a), Theorem 3.1 implies that u~ is bounded
in W2,2(0, T; N).
In view of the definitions of ~(u~), Z~(~), the relations (4.6), (4.12), and the
boundedness of u~ in W2'2(0, T; H),
~(u~) and Z~(~) are bounded in L2(0, T; L2(D)),
div (a(u~)) and div (X~(~)) are bounded in L2(O, T; L2(D)3),
(4.19)

~u~
e--~j and ~ ( ~ )

are bounded in W"2(0, T; L2(~)),

curl ~-jxj] and curl (~/'~(~)) are bounded in L~(0, T; L2(~)).
With the help of (4.19) we are in a position to apply a theorem on compensated
compactness (TARTAR [14], Theorem 11) which permits us tO pass to the limit in
(4.16) in spite of the presence of a product of weakly convergent expressions. This
theorem yields
(4.2)

I t ~ I ~ = (a~j(u~ -- X~~

(e0(/t~ -- ~;j),

e --> 0,

in (~'((0, T)• f2)9), where u ~ is the homogenized displacement field and aij(u ~
the corresponding homogenized stress field (see (3.15)). Once more we have made
use of the symmetry properties of the aij(u~ and Z'~
The type of converT
gence obtained in (4.20) is local; it does not allow us to pass to the limit in f f Pdxdt
which is the quantity to estimate in (4.15).
0o
This difficulty is circumvented in the following manner. A straightforward
integration by parts shows that
T

(4.21)

T

lim f f r

e-+O 0

~) eli(ix~) dx dt = f f aij(u~ eo(iz~) dx dr.
0

-O

We define J" by
(4.22)

j~ d~f=i~ __ alj(U~) eu(it~).

Setting r = 0 in (4.20) implies
(4.23)

(~ij(l,lel ei~(il9 ~'((O.T)• o), ao(uO) eij(ilo) '

and thus
(4.24/

j~ ~'((o.T)•

jo a~rlO _ a(i(uo) eq(ito).
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and C~'(0, T), we have

T

T

lim j f J'(x, t) 900 v/(t) dx dt = f f d~

(4.25)

285

e~O

0

.~;t

t) q;(x) v/(t) dx dt.

The d~ are uniformly compactly supported in -(2, since qb has compact support
in .Q. Taking ~p to be equal to l on the support of J" in (4.25) yields
T

T

limof ff d'(x,t)~v(t)dxdt= f f jO(x,t)~o(t)dxdt.

(4.26)

e-~O

0

It also results from (4.6) and (4.12) that
(4.27)

f J*(x, t) dx is bounded in

Since C~~

T) is dense in L2(O , T), we obtain

L2(O , T ) independently of e.

T

T

lira f ff J*(x, t) dx dt = f f d~

(4.28)

r

dx dt.

0

Relations (4.21), (4.28) yield
T

T

l i m J f l ' ( x , t ) d x d t = f f l~

(4.29)

*--*0

0

D

and thus
T

li---m f ;[e(ig(t)) -- E'(q~(t))

(4.30)

*~0

0

IlL,CO):'at

T

o,-' f f (ao(u o) (s)) - 2~g(q~(s))) ( e q ( i t ~

--

~q(s)) dx ds.

0

Since
(4.31 )

(ao(u ~

-

Z'i~

(s)

=

horn( e k j , ( u ) 0 - - q ~ h )
a~jkh

(S)

$

horn
' 0
+ bqk
h (eka(u)
-- qbkh) (S) + f Kiikh(S-- Z) (ehh(u~ -- q6kh) (Z) dz,

0

and the kernel Kokh(t) is bounded in time
T

(4.32)

c~-t f f (%(u ~ -- S,9(q~)) (s) (e,di, ~ -- r

(s) dx ds

0 0

-< Cr

[/

1

;[e(h~ -- qb[J~,(m ds .b [[(e(u~ -- ~)) (T)/![2(o) ,
"

1

where Cr is a constant depending on T. This last inequality together with (4.30)
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1, since the injection of Wt'2(0, T; L2(.Q)) into
C~
T]; Lz(.Q)) is continuous.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We recall that we are assuming
u~ ---- 0 and thus u ~ = 0. The homogenized strain tensor e(u ~ can then be approximated in Wl'2(0, T; Lz(-Q)) by a sequence of elements r in C~'((0, T] •
9.
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The regularity property (3.6) together with (4.4) yields
[[t~(e(u~

(4.33)

--/~(~/~) [IL2(0T;LI(~))

a
1
=< (ll Z~h
UHper(Y)
+ 1 + T[I [IWkh IIWx'~176

I[e ~ h ( u ~

--

n
q~kh
IIW1'%,T;L2w)>

t,

< Cr ]1e(u ~ - ~nl[wl,e(0,r,L~W)),
where C~.' is a constant depending on T. Inequalities (4.14) applied to ~n and (4.33)
imply the first part of Theorem 4.1 in the case u~ = 0.
The second part of Theorem 4.1 results from a simple modification of (4.33),
which consists in replacing the H~c~(Y) norms by Wper
1,oo(Y) norms, when (4.5)
holds, or by w~'r'(Y) norms, when (4.5)' holds.
We now consider an initial displacement field u~ satisfying (3.13). The solution
u ~ of (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.7), (2.9) can be written as
(4.34)

u ~ = H0 -~- Ve ,

where v~ satisfies the same equations as u* but with v~ = 0 and f replaced by
f + go. The two first steps of the proof apply to v* and yield
(4.35)

e(v0 --

E*(e(v~

converges to zero strongly in

L2(O, T; LI(Q)) for in

g2(0 , T; L2(~Q)) if the additional assumptions required are met.
A direct application of Theorem 3.1 enables us to write the homogenized field
u ~ associated to u ~ as

u~

(4.36)

= u~ + v~

where u ~ and v~ are the homogenized fields corresponding to u~ and v*.
Since u~ and u~ are independent of the time variable we obtain
(4.37)

e(/d) = e(b~)

and

e(/#) = e(v~

Finally a simple inspection of (4.2) implies, by virtue of (4.36),
/~(e(v~

(4.38)

= /~(e(u~

Then (4.35) reads
(4.39)

e(u") --

E~(e(u~

converges to zero strongly in L2(0, T; L~(O)) or
L2(0, T; L2(g2)),

and this completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Theorem4.1 allows to determine the limit of the mechanical dissipation
(4.1). We define
(4.40)

dO__

h o m ekh(u
" 0 ) eij
bush

(//0)

+ (bijmn(Y) I/temn(Wkh(y, t -- s)) ekh(itO(s)) ds

I

X f eij(l~pq(y, t - - S)) epq(ilo(S)) ds ~

o

/
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and
e
"e
0
D,6 = bijkhE~h(e(u
)) k~(e(u~

(4.41)

4.2. We assume that the initial state u~ is in the admissible class (3.13),
that f E W1'2(0, T; L2(g2)3), and that the following hypothesis is satisfied:

Theorem

(4.5)"'

b ~
Z~j,
go E

W~,,'(y)3,

wqE WI'~176 T; WI"'(Y)) 3,

e(u ~ E W:':(O, T; L,(g2)),

1

with

1

---~r r ' - - 8 8

Then

(4.42)

lim (dr - - Dr) ----0

in Ll(0, T; L1.($2))

lim (O~ - - d ~ = 0

in W~'2(O, T;

e-+O

strong

and
(4.43)

6-"~0

L2(~Q))

weak.

Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.2 shows that the homogenized dissipation, i.e. the weak limit
of df, is d ~ given by (4.40). This cannot be deduced from a simple inspection of
the homogenized constitutive law (3.15).
Remark 4.3. If the boundary of Q is smooth enough, e(u ~ lies in W2'2(0, T;
(recall Remark 5.1). Thus (4.5)'" is satisfied as long as
(4.5) ....

Z~, g~ E W"12(Y)3,

wi: E Wa'~(O, T; W"12(Y)3).

A direct application of Theorem 4.1 implies that

Proof of Theorem 4.2.

(4.44)

L6(.Q))

e(i:) -- E'(e(u~

converges strongly to 0 in L2(0, T; L2(g'2)).

We have
T

(4.45)

f [14 - D~lk~(~)at
0
T

< f IIb~khe~h(ig) (eij(ig) -- i~i~(e(u~

dt

0
T

q _ ~ [1biikhEij(e(u
~ "~ o)) (ekh(i:) -- E:~h(e(u~

at.

0

"~(X, t)) and bij~hEi~(e(u
Since biykhekh(U
~ "~ o), t) are clearly bounded in L2 (0, T;
we conclude, with the help of (4.44), that
(4.46)

lira d~ -- D~ = 0
~--~0

in L~(O, T; Lt(Q)) strongly.

The regularity hypothesis (4.5)"' implies that
(4.47)

e(u ~ and /~"(e(u~ lie in W"2(0, T; L4(D)).

L2(~Q))
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Thus
(4.48)

D] and d o fie in Win(0, T; L2(f2)).

It remains to verify that
(4.49)

D~ ~-+o d ~ weakly in W~'2(0, T; L2(~2)).

The proof of (4.49) follows by a straightforward albeit lengthy argument, similar
to the one that led to (4.6).
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is now complete.

5. Homogenization of the Energy Equation
We define ..,.j
].hom to be the usual homogenized thermal conductivity tensor
associated with the tensor ku(y) (see BENSSOUSSAN,LIONS, & PAPANICOLAOU [1],
Ch. 1, for example), namely,

kh~

(5.1)

(kip(Y) O~(ZY(Y)k -k yj)) ,

where Zk is the solution in npler(Y) of the problem
(5.2)

/ kip(y) ~ ()~tf(y)q_ yj) ~ dy =

0

for any ( in H~er(Y).

We also set

(5.3)

~ = <~(y)).

Then the exact analogue of Lemma 2.1 applies to the operator B0 defined by

1

(5.4)

B~

~2

To~k~~

with domain

(5.5)

D(B~

= (3 C L t(-Q) such that B% E LI(-Q)

and such that, for any o) in Hol(f2) • Loo(f2) with BOo) in Lo~(.Q),

f (B%)o~dx = f ~(B~
Q

dx}.

D

Hence B ~ generates in L,(s
under the norm

a strongly continuous contraction semigroup Z'~

(5.6)

])o ]11,o=

Toff1[r IILI~)"

Remark 5.1. B~ is the Lt-closure of its L2 restriction
(5.7)
D(B~ = (~: C Ho~(-Q) [ B~ as a distribution

B2~ with domain
lies in Lz(12)}.
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Remark 5.2. Since the infinitesimal generators B~ (see (2.29))and B2~ are dissipative
and self-adjoint, the restriction to L2(O) of the semigroups L'~(t) and X~ are
analytic contraction semigroups on L2(/2)(KATo [9], Ch. 7).
We are now in a position to homogenize the energy equation.
We assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 hold and that the initial
increment of temperature z6 is independent of e, i.e.
(5.8)

~o : Zo
~

Zo
o in L1(f2).

We denote by z~(t) the temperature increment field which is the unique solution
in C~
T];L~(f2)) of (2.6), (2.8),. (2.10). We also define
(5.9)

z~

= X~

(5.1o)

T*(t) = f ~ ( t - a)

z~

DT(a) do-,

o

where D~ is given by (4.41).
We finally set
t

(5.11)

T~

(5.12)

1

----J X~
z~

-- a) ~

= z~

d~

da,

+ T~

where d ~ is given by (4.40). The temperature increment field z ~ is the unique
generalized solution in C~
T]; LI(.Q)) of the problem
6q2z o

To/~-~o

(5.13)

(5.14)

k h~ - + d~
~- "-o ~x~ ~xj

z~

o) = "~oO(x),

TO -----0

(5.15)

on &Q.

Theorem 5.1. Let us assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied, together with (5.8). Then

(5.16)

limC -- z ~ = 0 in C~

T]; LI(O)) strong.

r

Specifically,

(5.17)

limz ~ -- (z~ + T~) = 0 in C~
~'--~ 0

(5.18)

T]; LI(O)) strong,

~

lira u -- T~ = 0 in WI'2(0, T; H~(D)) weak.
B---~O

Remark 5.3. If the boundary of ~ is smooth enough, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2
are satisfied so long as (4.5) .... holds (see Remark 4.3).
Remark 5.4. The convergence (5.18) has a meaning since both u and u lie in
WI'2(0, T; Hol(O)). Indeed, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 imply that
(5.19)

O~ and d o lie in W1,2(0, T; L2(O)).
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With the help of (5.19) and by virtue of the analytic character of ZY(t) and Z~
(see Remark 5.2), we conclude that
u and u are in W1'2(0, T; H~(O)),

(5.20)
and that they satisfy

8 /,

~u

(5.21)
~'(0) = 0,
for all t in [0, T], and
Toil ~ ~ ~_ 8 / ~ 8u

+ D1,

(5.22)
1

~'(0) -----T ~ D~(O),
for almost all t in [0, T]. Furthermore, ~" can be expressed as
(5.23)

~r~(t)

1

= Z*(t) Toil---~D~(O) +

jt

Z~(a) ~

1

9

Ol(t -- a) da.

The analogues of (5.21)-(5.23) hold for u after replacing fl~ by if, k~ by kh~ LTM
by ZTo and D~ by d ~
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is attained in two steps. The
first step deals with the homogenization of contraction semigroups in LI(O).
The second step consists in applying Duhamel's principle to the homogeneous
problem, with the mechanical dissipation as a forcing term.

Lemma 5.1. As e tends to zero, ~ ( t ) T O converges strongly in Co([0, T], LI(s
to z ~

S~

~ , where Z~

is the contraction semigroup generated by B ~

Proof of Lemma 5.1. Since S~(t) is contractive, all 2 in the right half complex

plane belong to the resolvent set of B e (YOSIDA [17], Ch. 9). Setting, for any f
in Ll(f2),
(5.24)

( 2 I - B~)-1 f = to~,

we obtain
(5.25)

]lco~[[L,(a)~ M/2 [[fJlL,(O),

by virtue of (2.26)9 Let us emphasize that M (which is equal to C/C', where C, C'
are the constants appearing in (29
is independent of e. We consider a sequence
of L2(O) functions f , converging to f in L~(Q). Then,
(5.26)

to~, = ( 2 1 - B~)-~ f~

converges to co" in LI(O) and
(59

I I ~ -- ~o~[IL,(a)~ 3,1/2 IIf~ -flk,(m9
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In the same way,
(5.28)

o9o = (21 _ B2o)- 1f~

converges to too in L~(s

where too is given by

too = (21-- B~

(5.29)

f.

We also have

iltoo _ toolrL,(,~ <= M/a rlL -frlL,(~).

(5.30)

The homogenization theory for elliptic second order problems in La (see BENSOUSSAN, LIONS, & PAPANICOLAOU [1], Ch. 1) implies that
(5.31)

t o , ~ . ~ 0 too weakly in HI(,Q).

Applying Rellich's theorem to (5.31) yields
ton, ~+o-" tono strongly in L2(,Q).

(5.32)

Now, in view of (5.27), (5.30) the following inequalities hold:
(5.33)

[1to~ -- to~

~ IIto~ -- tonllL1(O)~+ [Ito~ -- o9n~IILI(O)
2M
~ "-~-'-Ilf--fn IIL,(O) q- vol(~2) 1/2 [Ito~ -- too IIL~(a)-

+ I[o9n
~ -- og~

Thus, using (5.32), we finally show that
(5.34)

o9,_+ too strongly in LI(D), e---> 0,

(5.35)

(2I -- B~)-~f ,-~o_,(21 -- B~ -~ f strongly in L~($2).

The assertion of the lemma is then a direct application of the Trotter-Kato
theorem (KATO [9], Ch. 9).
Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we proceed to show (5.17). As we
saw earlier (see (2.13)) the solution x~ of (2.6), (2.8), (2.10) can be expressed as
t

(5.36)

1

z*(t) = X'(t)~ ~ + / Z~(t --a)~o~d~(a) da.

Recalling (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain
(5.37)

IIz~(t) -- (x0
~ + u

< ]I(S~(t) -- S~
=

TO][L~(O)

In view of Lemma 5,1. the first term on the right-hand side of the inequality
(5.37) tends to zero uniformly on [0, T]. Since Z ~ is contracting and fl(y) is bounded
away from zero, tlle second term is majorized by
T

(5.38)

g f IId~ -- D~ [[L,(a) dt,
o
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and this tends to zero by direct application of Theorem 4.2. The convergence
(5.17) has thus been established.
Next we establish (5.18). From the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 it follows that
(5.39)

D] is bounded in W1'2(0, T;L2(g2)).

Then taking u and ~ as test functions in (5.21) and (5.22) and integrating over
]0, T[•
shows that
(5.40)

~ is bounded in WI'2(0, T; Ho1(~)).

We extract a weakly convergent subsequence of ~ in W1'2(0, T; Hol(g2)) and
we denote its limit by T~ Since D] converges weakly to d ~ in W1'2(0, T; L2(~))
it converges strongly to d ~ L2(0, T; H-1 (/2)). The derivation of (5.18) now reduce
to a classical homogenization problem. It suffices to pass to the limit in (5.21),
as performed in BENSOUSSAN, LIONS, & PAPANICOLAOU [1], Ch. 2, Remark 1.6.
The convergence (5.18) has now been proved. The convergence (5.16) is an
immediate consequence o f (5.17) and (5.18).
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete.
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